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(Mei﻿means﻿ ‘beautiful’,﻿and﻿Tuan﻿means﻿ ‘together’),﻿other﻿companies﻿ that﻿have﻿also﻿managed﻿ to﻿
carve﻿their﻿niche﻿are,﻿a)﻿ENJOY,﻿whose﻿slogan﻿reads﻿‘Life’s﻿too﻿short﻿to﻿be﻿bored’;﻿b)﻿Home-Cook﻿
that﻿ allows﻿customers﻿ to﻿ share﻿home-cooked﻿meals﻿with﻿other﻿users/customers,﻿ and﻿with﻿ several﻿





















Figure 1. Size of the online food delivery market in China (Daxue Consulting, 2019)
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2.1. Gig Economy, Gigs and Giggers
Across﻿developed,﻿developing﻿and﻿emerging﻿economies,﻿the﻿traditional﻿employee-employer﻿contract﻿
with﻿all﻿sorts﻿of﻿social﻿protection﻿rules﻿has﻿been﻿fast﻿replaced﻿by﻿a﻿way﻿of﻿working﻿called﻿the﻿gig﻿
economy.﻿ In﻿ this﻿ economy,﻿ people﻿ are﻿ being﻿ hired﻿ under﻿ flexible﻿ arrangements﻿ working﻿ only﻿ to﻿
complete﻿a﻿particular﻿task﻿or﻿for﻿a﻿defined﻿time﻿(Friedman,﻿2014).﻿A﻿gig﻿worker,﻿or﻿gigger,﻿can﻿be﻿
Figure 2. Food delivery orders - frequency of use (Daxue Consulting, 2019)
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Research﻿ evidences﻿ that﻿ giggers﻿ often﻿ earn﻿ below﻿ minimum﻿ wage﻿ without﻿ any﻿ entitlements﻿








missing﻿ in﻿ the﻿ gig﻿ economy,﻿ while﻿ employee﻿ commitment﻿ and﻿ contribution﻿ to﻿ the﻿ organisation﻿
(Marchington,﻿Goodman,﻿Wilkinson,﻿&﻿Ackers,﻿1992)﻿are﻿still﻿increasingly﻿expected.﻿Communication﻿
in﻿the﻿gig﻿economy﻿usually﻿is﻿facilitated﻿via﻿the﻿platform﻿that﻿communicates﻿the﻿goods﻿and﻿services﻿






task﻿ identity,﻿ task﻿ significance,﻿ autonomy﻿ and﻿ feedback﻿ (Hackman﻿ &﻿ Oldham,﻿ 1976).﻿ However,﻿
communication﻿is﻿the﻿key﻿issue﻿in﻿a﻿gig﻿economy,﻿since﻿this﻿significantly﻿affects﻿ratings﻿given﻿by﻿
clients﻿(Akgüç,﻿Beblavý,﻿Cirule,﻿&﻿Kilhoffer,﻿2018).﻿For﻿other﻿job﻿characteristics,﻿it﻿appears﻿that﻿
workers﻿ in﻿ the﻿app-enabled﻿gigs﻿are﻿ordinarily﻿doing﻿standardised﻿ tasks﻿repeatedly﻿over﻿a﻿period﻿
of﻿time,﻿the﻿structured﻿algorithmic﻿management﻿techniques﻿offer﻿workers﻿a﻿high﻿level﻿of﻿autonomy﻿
(Kässi,﻿Lehdonvirta,﻿&﻿Dalle,﻿2019;﻿A.﻿J.﻿Wood,﻿Graham,﻿Lehdonvirta,﻿&﻿Hjorth,﻿2019a)﻿with﻿not﻿
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Figure 3. Categorising the Gig Economy (Heeks, 2017)
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2.2. Motivation
One﻿of﻿ the﻿key﻿concepts﻿ in﻿our﻿daily﻿ lives,﻿Motivation,﻿comes﻿from﻿the﻿Latin﻿word﻿mover﻿or﻿‘to﻿































Drucker﻿(1993),﻿in﻿his﻿work,﻿emphasised﻿Taylor’s﻿work﻿by﻿saying﻿“It is the productivity revolution 
which removes the discrepancies of capitalism and prevents proletarian class from growing poor, 
and the person who started this revolution is Taylor”.﻿The﻿success﻿of﻿personnel﻿recruitment,﻿human﻿
resources﻿management﻿and﻿methods﻿is﻿possible﻿on﻿the﻿condition﻿that﻿the﻿establishment﻿recruits﻿the﻿
right﻿people﻿and﻿retains﻿them﻿(Robbins,﻿2013)
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3. BACKGRoUNd oF MEITUAN ANd ELE.ME






Tencent﻿ supporting﻿ it,﻿Meituan Dianping﻿ integrates﻿heavily﻿with﻿WeChat﻿ that﻿ enables﻿easy﻿ (and﻿
secured)﻿payment﻿for﻿services﻿directly.﻿Further,﻿since﻿its﻿merger﻿with﻿Dazhong, Meituan﻿was﻿able﻿
Table 1. Summary of the Factors in Herzberg’s Theory
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however,﻿Alibaba﻿had﻿ turned﻿ its﻿ attention﻿ to﻿protecting﻿ its﻿ e-commerce﻿platform﻿Taobao﻿ against﻿
fast-growing﻿newcomer﻿Pinduoduo.﻿Since﻿food﻿delivery﻿is﻿Meituan’s﻿main﻿business,﻿and﻿Ele.me﻿is﻿
Figure 4. An illustration of the Meituan super-app, adapted from Meituan (2020)
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5. FINdINGS ANd dISCUSSIoN
Meituan secures a lot of daily orders. Before they started working, the riders thought Meituan’s 
salary and benefits were much better than other competitors. Meituan is famous amongst both users 
and food delivery riders, they offer a lot more business than E-lama, e.g. book a hotel, order flight 
or rail or movie tickets.
Figure 5. Age distribution of food delivery app users in China (FT, 2019)
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Meituan merchants stationed in a comprehensive after-sales service and also improve the clarity in 
the wage system.
Meituan ensures a comprehensive presence of merchants (i.e. restaurants, food chain and etails 
food firms), perfect after-sales service, fair employee benefits. Both meituan and ele.me have 







The commission is a little bit higher. There are other benefits after I leave Ele.me…








Table 2. Rider Demographics
Company Name Total Riders interviewed Age-range Origin province Workplace province
Meituan 22 22-40 Anhui,﻿Guangdong,﻿Shandong,﻿Shanghai
Jilin,﻿Shandong,﻿Shanghai,﻿
Sichuan
Ele.me 14 17-34 Anhui,﻿Guangdong,﻿Shanghai Shandong,﻿Jilin,﻿Shanghai
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In addition to working for Meituan, I also sell shoes and sportswear online on taobao, so neither of 














The main reason is that they can work freely in this way, and they can choose their own time to go 
to work and pick up orders.
Time is not certain, sometimes can pull an all-nighter, sometimes more than ten hours straight
Time﻿is﻿very﻿much﻿money﻿in﻿ this﻿particular﻿sector,﻿however,﻿ that﻿may﻿stretch﻿human﻿capital﻿






5.2. Taylor’s Scientific Management Theory – ‘More work, More Pay’
Take more orders, serve customers well, obey the company’s management along with their rules and 
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We can do more on certain days when the demand from the other gig is less...based on our own 












5.3. Herzberg’s Hygiene Factors
Sometimes there are more orders at the peak period, and sometimes the order delivery is delayed by 
a few minutes... and the guests’ attitude is very bad and there will be insults…customers will also 
make a variety of strange requirements, also deliberately giving malicious comments at times
Customer’s unreasonable request, for example this girl student on X college campus asked me to 
help her dump garbage... I believe saying No would be rude but I feel her request was also unusual
One﻿of﻿the﻿downsides﻿of﻿the﻿job,﻿for﻿workers﻿engaged﻿with﻿either﻿Ele.me﻿or﻿Meituan,﻿or﻿even﻿
DiDi﻿(Uber﻿equivalent﻿in﻿China,﻿if﻿not﻿better﻿and﻿safer)﻿is﻿that﻿these﻿employers﻿place﻿all﻿the﻿power﻿
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Meituan is not a good company to work for. Salaries do not rise and are generally low…there is also 
a lack of bonus…Riders have to pay out-of-pocket for their own uniforms…
Meituan has a weekly motivation reward for the rider, and if the rider successfully invites another new 
rider, there will be more rewards. But such a reward mechanism is not enough… it doesn’t change 












Sometimes customers will ask for help to buy some things on the way to deliver food. We usually help 
for good reviews, but sometimes the delivery time will be longer than the target time and therefore 
affects the subsequent deliveries… these are not monitored by the company and there is no mechanism 
to report or provide our experience of work…
The company can provide insurance and subsidies, to cover some of our costs and also to help us 









From﻿ the﻿ company’s﻿ perspective﻿ however,﻿ as﻿ the﻿ total﻿ number﻿ of﻿ employees﻿ or﻿ customer﻿
subscriptions﻿and﻿daily﻿orders﻿grow,﻿ it﻿all﻿becomes﻿a﻿matter﻿of﻿numbers﻿and﻿maintaining﻿a﻿high﻿
turnover﻿given﻿the﻿boom﻿in﻿this﻿sector.﻿Most﻿responses﻿from﻿company﻿staff﻿and﻿their﻿announcements﻿
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